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AND 
IDUN REITEN 
Department of Mathematics, University of Trondheim, 7000, Trondheim, Norway 
In this paper we study the structure of hereditary dualizing R-varieties 
D = mod C, where R is a commutative artin ring (see [2] for the 
definition of an R-variety and of a dualizing R-variety). In the first 
section we show that a hereditary dualizing R-variety D = mod C 
decomposes as D = D, x D, , such that D, has no projective injective 
objects and the injective envelope of every projective object in D, is 
injective, i.e., Da is I-Gorenstein. 
Next we develop a structure theorem for dualizing R-varieties mod C 
which are hereditary and 1-Gorenstein. As a result of this structure 
theorem we establish a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence 
classes of dualizing R-varieties which are hereditary and I-Gorenstein 
with isomorphism classes of families (Ti , K&, of pairs Ti , Ki where 
each Ki is a division artin R-algebra and each Ti is a totally ordered 
set with a first and last element such that every element except the first 
(last) has a successor (predecessor) in T. 
Finally we apply the structure theorem for hereditary dualizing 
R-varieties to show that if two hereditary dualizing R-varieties 
D = mod C and D’ = mod C’ are stably equivalent and have no 
semisimple direct factors, then D and D’ are equivalent categories. 
The reader is referred to [2] for basic definitions, notations and 
properties of R-varieties. 
* This research was partially supported by the NSF and the Norwegian Research 
Council. 
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1. HEREDITARY R-VARIETIES 
We assume throughout this paper that C is a finite R-variety, i.e., 
(C, , C,) is a finitely generated R-module for all C, , C, in C. While 
we are mainly interested in dualizing R-varieties, it is useful to start out 
considering hereditary finite R-varieties that are not necessarily dualizing. 
It was shown in [l] that every finitely presented module over a finite 
R-variety has a minimal projective resolution. Unless stated to the 
contrary we assume that all R-varieties are finite R-varieties. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let C be aJinite R-variety. Then mod C is hereditary 
;f and only if C has the following properties: 
a) Every morphism in C has a kernel in C. 
b) If 0 -+ C, + C, --t Co is an exact sequence in C, then Im( C, -+ C,) 
is a summand of Cl . 
Proof. Suppose C satisfies a) and b). Let ( , C,) -+( J) ( , C,) -+ 
M + 0 be a projective presentation for a C-module M. Then by a) and b) 
Cl = C,’ IJ Cl; where Cq = kerf. Hence the induced morphism 
Cl--+ C,, is a monomorphism and Im(( , CT) -+ ( , C,)) = Im(( , C,) --t 
( , C,,)). Thus we have the exact sequence 0 -+ ( , C;) --t ( , C,,) + 
M --t 0, which shows that pd M < 1. Therefore gl dim mod C < 1. 
Suppose gl dim mod C < 1. Let f: C, + C,, be a morphism in C. 
Associated with f is the C-module given by the exact sequence 
( ) C,) -4 J) ( , C,) -+ M + 0. Then Im( , f) is projective since 
pd M < 1. Therefore Im( , f) = ( , C,) and we have a monomorphism 
g: C, --t C,, such that f: C, + C, factors as C1 +h Cz 4 C, . Since 
( , Cl> -4 ,&) ( , CA + 0 is exact, it follows that h is an epimorphism 
that splits. Hence h has a kernel in C that is a summand of C, . Since 
g: C, + C, is a monomorphism, it follows that ker h is also a kernel for f, 
which shows that f has a kernel in C which is a summand of C, . 
In analyzing hereditary R-varieties further, the following observations 
concerning minimal projective resolutions are useful. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let *** -+ ( , C,) 4 ~1) ( , C,) 4 ~0) ( , C,,) ---t 
M -+ 0 be a projective resolution of M in mod C where C is an R-variety. 
This is a minimal projective resolution if and only if the sequence 
U= -*a 4 c, d1 Cl --Jo co + 0 in C has the following property. 
A sequence u’ = .. . --t C,’ -+ C,’ -+ Co’ -+ 0 in C is the zero sequence 
(i.e., Ci’ = 0 for all i > 0), ;f U’ splits and is a summand of the sequence U. 
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Proof. An easy consequence of the definition of minimal projective 
resolutions. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Suppose C’ is a full subvariety of the R-variety C. 
Let *** + ( , C,) -+ ( , C,) + ( , C,,) --t M + 0 be a projective resolution 
of the C-module M with the Ci in C’ for all i. Then this is a minimal 
projective resolution of M if and only if 
. ..-( ,C,)lC’-+( ,C,)IC’-+( ,C,)/C’+MIC’-tO 
is a minimal projective resolution in mod C’. 
Proof. It is easy to see that *** -+ ( , C,) 1 C’ -+ ( , C,) 1 C’ -+ 
( , Co) I C’ -+ M I C’ -+ 0 is a projective resolution in mod C’. It 
is obviously exact. The fact that the Ci are in C’ implies that each 
( , Ci> I C’ = C’( , Ci> since the Ci are all in C’. Hence each of the 
( 7 ci) Ic' is projective in mod C’. The corollary follows easily 
from the characterization of minimal projective resolutions given in 
Proposition 1.2. 
We now return to our study of hereditary R-varieties. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Suppose C’ is a full subvariety of the R-variety C. 
Then gl dim(mod C’) < 1 if gl dim(mod C) < 1. 
Proof. Suppose C’( , C,‘) --&‘( J) C’( , C,‘) + M + 0 is a minima1 
projective presentation in mod C’ of the C’-module M. Viewing the Ci’ 
as objects of C, we obtain an exact sequence of C-modules C( , C,‘) --t 
C( , C,‘) -+ N + 0. Since the Ci’ are in C’, we have that C( , C,‘) j C’ = 
C’( , Ci’). Thus C( , Cr’) 1 C’ + C( , C,‘) ( C’ -+ N 1 C + 0 is the 
same as the sequence C’( , C,‘) -+ C’( , C,‘) 4 M 4 0. Since this 
sequence is a minimal projective presentation of M, it follows from 
Corollary 1.4 that C( , C,‘) 4 C( , C,‘) -+ N -+ 0 is a minimal projective 
presentation of N in mod C. Hence the fact that gl dim mod C < 1 
implies that 0 -+ C( , C,‘) + C( , C,,‘) is exact. But then 0 -+ C’( , C,‘) + 
C’( , C,,‘) is also exact. Thus pd M < 1 which completes the proof that 
gl dim modC’ < 1. 
We say that C is finitely generated if it has only a finite number of 
nonisomorphic indecomposable objects. Obviously, C is finitely generated 
if and only if C = V(C) for some object C in C. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let n be a nonnegative integer. Then gl dim 
mod C < n if each full finitely generated subvariety C’ of C is contained 
in a full subvariety C” of C such that gl dim C” < n. 
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Proof. Let ***+C( ,C,)-tC( ,C,)+C( ,C,,)-+M+O be a 
minimal projective resolution in mod C of the C-module M. Let C’ be 
the full subvariety of C generated by C, , C, ,..., C, , C,,, inc. Then, by 
Corollary 1.3, C’( , C,,,) + C’( , C,) -+ *** - C’( , C,,) - M 1 C’ -+ 0 
is the beginning of a minimal projective resolution in mod C’ of M ( C’. 
Let C” be a full subvariety of C with gl dim mod C” < n which contains 
C’. Since C( , C,,,) -+ C( , C,) --+ =.* + C( , C,) + C( , C,) is exact, 
it follows that the sequence (*) C”( , C,,,) -+ C”( , C,) -+ *.a -+ 
C”( , Cl) - q , C,) is exact. Obviously each C”( , Ci) is projective 
in mod C” for i = O,..., n + 1 since each Ci is in C” for i = O,..., n + 1. 
Thus the sequence (*) is part of a minimal projective resolution of the 
C-module N = Coker(C”( , C,) - C”( , C,)). Because the sequence 
C’( ,Cn+J-+**.-+C’( ,C,)-+C’( ,C,)-+MIC’+Oisthebegin- 
ning of a minimal projective resolution in mod C’ of M 1 C’, it follows 
again from Corollary 1.3 that (*) is the beginning of a minimal projective 
resolution for N in mod C”. Since gl dim mod C” < n, it follows that the 
morphism C”( , C,,,) + C”( , C,) is zero. Hence the morphism 
C n+1 +C,,iszero.ThusO-+C( ,C,)+..*+C( ,C,)-+C( ,CO)- 
M + 0 is exact which shows that pd M < n. Therefore gl dim 
modC < n. 
It is easily seen that Proposition 1.4 together with Proposition 1.5 
imply: 
THEOREM 1.6. The following statements are equivalent for mod C. 
a) gldimmodc < 1. 
b) gl dim mod C’ < 1 for each finite subvariety C’ of C. 
c) gl dim End,(C)o* < 1 for each C in C. 
We now turn our attention to studying hereditary dualizing R- 
varieties. We remind the reader that if C is a dualizing R-variety, then 
every object in mod C has an injective envelope in mod C. 
We start by proving the following useful lemma. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let mod C be an hereditary dualizing R-variety and M 
an indecomposable object in mod C. If M has a simple subobject S such that 
E(S) is projective, then we have a monomorphism M -+ E(S). In particular, 
E(M) is then projective. 
Proof. Let mod C be an hereditary dualizing R-variety and M an 
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indecomposable object in modC with a simple subobject S such that 




where i andj are monomorphisms. Letf: M --+ E(S) be a map that makes 
the diagram commute. Since E(S) is projective and mod C is hereditary, 
Imf is projective. Since M is indecomposable, we conclude that f is a 
monomorphism. Hence E(M) is projective. This finishes the proof of 
the lemma. 
Before proving the main result of this section we point out that a 
nontrivial decomposition Ci x Ca of C induces a nontrivial decom- 
position D, x Da of D, where D, = mod C, and Da = mod C, . 
THEOREM 1.8. For an hereditary dualizing R-variety D = mod C 
we have a decomposition C = C, x C, with the property that D, = mod C, 
has no projective injective objects and Da = mod C, is I-Gorenstein; i.e., 
the injective envelope of each projective object is projective. 
Proof. Let {C,i) d enote the indecomposable objects in C such that 
E( , C,i) is not projective, and {Ciz} the indecomposable objects of C 
such that E( , Ciz) is projective. Let C, denote the additive subcategory 
of C generated by the Ci, , C, the additive subcategory of C generated 
by the Ci, . We want to show that there is no nonzero map from any Ci, 
to any Ci, , and conversely. 
Since D = mod C is hereditary, any nonzero map between indecom- 
posable projective objects must be a monomorphism. For if f: P --f Q 
is a nonzero map and P, Q are indecomposable projective, then Imf 
is also projective. If f is not a monomorphism, Imf would be a proper 
summand of P, which is a contradiction to P being indecomposable. 
We now assume that we have a nonzero map f: ( , Gil) -+ ( , Ciz), 
where Ci, is an indecomposable object in C, . We have seen that f must 
be a monomorphism. We then get a monomorphism E( , Gil) 4 E( , Ciz), 
which splits. Since E( , Ciz) is projective, this implies that E( , Gil) is 
projective, a contradiction. Hence 
homc(G, , Gin) = homd( , GA ( , Cd) = 0. 
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Assume now that we have a nonzero map ( , Ci2) -+ ( , Czl), hence as 
before a monomorphism. Since D = mod C is a dualizing R-variety, 
we know from [2] that each object has a simple subobject. Let then 
S -+ ( , Ciz) be a monomorphism, where S is simple. Since E( , C,,) 
is projective, E(S) must be projective. Since we also have a mono- 
morphism S + ( , Cdl), and E(S) is projective, we conclude by 
Lemma 1 .l that E( , C,r) is projective, which is a contradiction. Hence 
homc(Ciz , C,,> = h omn(( , Ciz), ( , C,r)) = 0. We have therefore proved 
that C decomposes as C = C, x Cs . 
We finally want to show that Dr = mod C, and D, = mod C, have 
the desired properties. Let Ci, be in C, . We know that the injective 
envelope of ( , C,,) in mod C, is projective in mod C. It is then easy to 
see that the injective envelope of ( , Ciz) in mod Ca is projective in 
mod C, . 
Assume that mod C, has an indecomposable projective injective 
object M. Then clearly M would be projective injective in mod C, so M 
would be a projective object with a projective injective envelope. But 
this is impossible since M z ( , C) for some C in C, . This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
2. HEREDITARY I-GORENSTEIN DUALIZING R-VARIETIES 
The theorem just proven clearly indicates that hereditary, 
I-Gorenstein dualizing R-varieties are of considerable interest in 
studying hereditary dualizing R-varieites. The next three sections are 
devoted to obtaining a structure theorem for such dualizing R-varieties. 
Unless stated to the contrary we assume throughout this section that C 
is a finite R-variety. 
We begin with some preliminary results. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let C’ be ajinitely generatedfull subvariety of an arbitrary 
jinite R-variety C. Suppose M is a C-module. If M is a finitely generated 
C-module, then M 1 C’ is a jinitely generated C-module. Hence M 1 C’ 
is a jinitely presented C-module ;f M is a finitely presented C-module. 
Proof. Suppose M is a finitely generated C-module. Then there is a C 
in C such that ( , C) +- M --+ 0 is exact. Hence it suffices to show that 
( , C) 1 C’ is a finitely generated C’-module, in order to show that M ( C 
is finitely generated. 
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Since C’ is a finitely generated full subvariety we know that C’ = V(C’) 
for some C’ in C’. Now C’(C’( , C’), C( , C) j C’) = (C( , C) 1 C’)(C’) = 
C(C’, C). Because C is a finite R-variety we know that C(C’, C) is a 
finitely generated R-module. Let fi ,...,f, generate C(C’, C) over R. If 
JJLi Ci’ is a sum of n copies of C’ and f: uF=, Cd’ + C is the morphism 
induced by the morphisms fi: Ci’ 4 C, then it is easily seen that 
CCC’, JJL, Ci’) +(C’J) C(C’, C) is an epimorphism. From this it follows 
that C(X, ubl C,‘) +(rJ) C(X, C) is an epimorphism for all X in 
V(C’) = C’. Therefore the induced morphism C( , ur=r C,‘) + 
C’( , C) / C’ is an epimorphism. 
The rest of the lemma is a trivial consequence of what has already 
been shown. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let C’ be a finitely generated R-subvariety of the 
R-variety C with mod C hereditary. Then 
a) gl dim(mod C’) < 1. 
b) If 0 -+ M’ --t M --+ M” ---t 0 is an exact sequence in mod C’, 
then 0 --f C & M’ + C &-t M -+ C &t M” + 0 is an exact sequence 
in mod C. 
c) If E is injective in mod C, then E ) C’ is injective in mod C’. 
Proof. a) Already established (see Proposition 1.4). 
b) Let M” be in mod C’. Since gl dim(mod C’) < 1 and C’ is a 
finite R-variety, there is a minimal projective resolution 
(*) 0 + C’( , C,‘) -+ C’( , C,,‘) -+ M” -+ 0 in mod C’. Because 
C @ct C’( , C,‘) = C( , C,‘) for i = 0, 1, it follows that 
(**) C &s C’( , C,‘) + C & C’( , C,,‘) -+ C &I M” --f 0 is a 
projective presentation of C & M” in mod C. Since 
c @c, C’( , C,‘) 1 C’ --+ c @c* C’( , C,‘) 1 C’ * c &y M” 1 C” --f 0 
is the same thing as (*), the fact that (*) is a minimal projective presen- 
tation in mod C’ implies, by Corollary 1.3, that (**) is a minimal projec- 
tive presentation in mod C. Therefore 0 + C @c, C’( , C,‘) + 
C & C’( , C,,) + C &, M” -+ 0 is exact since gl dim(mod C) < 1. 
It is a well-known result in homological algebra that this result implies 
that if 0 -+ M’ + M + M” -+ 0 is an exact sequence in mod C’, then 
O-+C@c~M’-+C&M-+C&M”-+OisexactinmodC. 
c) Suppose E is injective in mod C. By Lemma 2.1 we know that 
E 1 C’ is in mod C’. We now show that E 1 C’ is injective in mod C’. 
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Let 0 -+ M’ -+ M -+ M” -+ 0 be exact in mod C’. Then 
is exact in mod C by part b). Since E is an injective C-module we know 
that C(C & M, E) + C(C @or M’, E) + 0 is exact. We know 
[I, Proposition 3.21 that (C & X) 1 C’ = X and C(C & X, Y) = 
C’(X, Y 1 C’) for all X in mod C’ and Y in mod C. Hence 
C’(M, E 1 C’) -+ C’(M’, E 1 C’) --f 0 is exact. This shows that E 1 C’ 
is injective in mod C’. 
We now turn our attention to the main topic of this and the two 
following sections, hereditary 1 -Gorenstein dualizing R-varieties. As an 
almost immediate consequence of Proposition 2.2 we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let mod C be an hereditary I-Gorenstein dualizing 
R-variety. 
a) For each C in C, there is a unique, up to isomorphism, morphism 
C -+ Io in C with the property that the induced morphism ( , C) --t ( , Io) 
is a monomorphism which is an injective envelope of ( , C) in mod C. 
b) FOY each C in C, the finitely generated subvariety C’ = V( C IJ I,) 
has the property that mod C’ is an hereditary I-Gorenstein dualizing 
R-variety. 
Proof. a) This is just a reformulation of mod C being 1 -Gorenstein. 
b) That mod C’ is hereditary was shown in Proposition 2.2. We now 
show that mod C’ is I-Gorenstein. Let P be a projective in mod C’. 
Then P = C’( , X) f or some X in V(C u 1,). Since C( , X) is a sum- 
mand of a finite sum of copies of C( , C JJ I,) and C( , I,) is an 
injective envelope of C( , C) in mod C, it follows that a summand of a 
finite sum of C( , I,) is an injective envelope of ( , X). Hence there is a 
morphism X -+ Y in C with Y in V(1,) such that C( , X) + C( , Y) is 
a monomorphism which is an injective envelope of C( , X) in mod C. 
SinceC( ,X)[C’=C’( ,X),C( ,Y)IC’=C’( ,Y)andC( ,Y)IC’ 
is injective by Proposition 2.2, it follows that C’( , X) + C’( , Y) is a 
monomorphism with C’( , Y) injective in mod C’. Hence the injective 
envelope of C’( , X) in mod C’ is a summand of C’( , Y) and thus 
projective. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let C’ be a jinitely generated subvariety of an 
R-variety C, where mod C is an hereditary 1-Gorenstein dualizing 
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R-variety. Then C’ is contained in a Jinitely generated subvariety C” of C, 
where mod C” is also an hereditary, I-Gorenstein dualizing R-variety. 
We now describe some of the properties a finite R-variety C has if 
mod C is an hereditary 1-Gorenstein dualizing R-variety. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let C, , C, be indecomposable objects in a finite R-variety 
C such that mod C is hereditary. 
a) A morphism f: C, + C, is either zero OY a monomorphism. 
b) An endomorphism f: C, 4 C, is either zero or an isomorphism. 
Hence Endc( C,) is a division ring. 
c) If f: C, + C, and g: C, + C, are monomorphisms, then fg and gf 
are isomorphisms. 
Proof. a) Suppose f: C, +- C, is a morphism in C. Since mod C is 
hereditary, we know by Proposition 1 .I that f has a kernel 0 --+ C, 4 
Cr 4 C, in C. This gives an exact sequence of C-modules 
o-, Co) -=+( ,C,)Qq ,C,)--+M+O 
for some C-module M. Because gl dim mod C < 1, we know that 
Im(( ,f)) P J t is ro’ec ive and so the monomorphism 0 -+ ( , C’s) --tg ( , C,) 
splits. Therefore the monomorphism g: C, + C, splits. Since C, is 
indecomposable, g = 0 org is an isomorphism. Ifg = 0, thenf: C, + C, 
is a monomorphism. Otherwise f is zero. 
b) From a) it follows that a nilpotent endomorphism f: C, -+ Cl is 
zero. Since C is a finite R-variety, it follows that Endc(C,) is an artin ring. 
The fact that C, is indecomposable means that Endc(C,) is a local artin 
ring and hence a division ring since it has no nonzero nilpotents. Hence 
a nonzero endomorphism is an isomorphism. 
c) Trivial consequence of b). 
3. THE PARTIALLY ORDERED SET [C] 
As in the previous section we assume that C is a finite R-variety. 
We now introduce the partially ordered set [C] associated with each 
hereditary R-variety mod C. This partially ordered set plays a funda- 
mental role in obtaining the structure theorem for hereditary, 
1 -Gorenstein dualizing R-varieties. 
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Let mod C be an hereditary R-variety. For each indecomposable P 
in p(C), the category of finitely generated projective C-modules, we 
denote the isomorphism class of P in p(C) by {P}. The set of isomorphism 
classes of the indecomposable objects in p(C) is denoted by [Cl. In [C] 
we introduce the relation (PI} < {PJ given by {PI> < {P2} if and only 
if there is a monomorphism PI --+ Pz . It follows from Lemma 2.5 that 
this relation on [C] is an order relation on [Cl. We usually view [C] as 
a partially ordered set by means of this order relation. For each (P> in [Cl, 
we denote the set of all {X} in [C] satisfying {X} < {P} by ( , {P}] and 
the set of all (X} in [C] satisfying (P} < {X} by [(P}, ). We now give 
some of the basic properties of the partially ordered set [Cl. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose mod C is an hereditary I-Gorenstein 
dualizing R-variety and let P be an indecomposable object in p(C). Then 
a) Let S = Sot(P). 
i) S is a simple projective C-module. 
ii) Hence the injective envelope E(S) of 5’ is the same as E(P). 
Therefore E(P) is an indecomposable projective injective C-module. 
iii) {S} is the unique minimal element of [C] satisfying {S} < {PI. 
iv) (E(P)} is the unique maximal element of [C] satisfying 
PI G P(PN- 
b) {P} is a minimal element of [C] if and only if P is simple in mod C. 
c) {P} is a maximal element of [C] if and only if P is injective in mod C. 
4 If {PI> and V’Z> are minimal elements of [Cl, then [{PI}, ) = [{P2}, ) 
if and only if {PI} = {P2}. 
e) If PI> and Pz> are maximal elements in [Cl, then ( , {P,}] = ( , {Pp}] 
if and only ;f {PI} = {P2). 
Proof. a) i) and ii). Let S’ be a simple submodule of P. Since mod C 
is 1-Gorenstein, it follows that E(S’) is projective and indecomposable. 
Hence by Lemma 1.7 we know that there is a monomorphism P -+ E(S). 
Therefore E(P) = E(S’) and so S’ = Sot(P) = S. iii) and iv) are 
easy consequences of i) and ii) as are b), c), d) and e). 
In order to investigate further the partially ordered set [C] where C is 
a dualizing R-variety such that mod C is hereditary and I-Gorenstein, 
it is convenient to have the following results about hereditary 
I-Gorenstein artin R-algebras. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose A is an hereditary I-Gorenstein R-algebra 
with a unique, up to isomorphism, projective injective A-module E. Suppose 
r is the radical of A and d = IL(A). 
a) S = Sot(E) is simple. 
b) All the submodules of E are indecomposable projectives and are those 
which occur in the chain 0 = rdE C rd-iE C *a. C rE C E. 
c) If P is an indecomposable projective A-module, then P = riE for 
some i = O,..., d. 
d) If P1 and P2 are indecomposable projective A-modules, then there is 
either a monomorphism from PI to P, or from P, to P1 . 
e) Suppose fO: P,, + P, and fi: P1 -+ P, are monomorphisms of 
indecomposable objects in p(C). 
i) fi(PJ = rtlPz for some t, . 
ii) The induced map hom,(P, , PI) -+(PoJl) hom,(P, , Pz) is an 
Endn(P@ morphism which is an isomorphism. 
iii) For each g in End,(PJ there is a unique element a?,(g) in 
End,(P,,) such that gf, = f,oL,O(g). 
iv) The map cxt,: End,(P,) --t EndA given by g + ar,(g) for all g 
in End,(P,) is an isomorphism of R-algebras. 
4 9,9, = Olf& . 
4 homA(Po , Pl) is a l-dimensional vector space over both of the 
division algebras End,(P#’ and EndA( 
Proof. a) See Proposition 3.1 a). 
b) Let P be a nonzero submodule of E. Then P is indecomposable 
because Sot(P) is simple since Sot(P) = Sot(E) = S. It is projective 
because A is hereditary. Because each riE is an indecomposable projective 
A-module we have that riE/ri+lE is simple for i = O,..., d - 1. It is not 
difficult to show that this implies that if j is the smallest value of i such 
that P 1 rjE, then P = rjE. 
c) Since A is I-Gorenstein we have that E(P) is projective. Because 
A is also hereditary, Lemma 1.7 implies that E(P) is indecomposable. 
Hence E(P) w E and so we have a monomorphismg: P + E. It follows 
that g(P) = +E.for some i by part b). 
d) Trivial consequence of part c). 
e), i) By part c) we know that there is an isomorphism h: Pz -+ riE 
for some i. By b) we know that Im(hfi) = rjE for some j > i. Hence 
Imfi = rj-iP2 . 
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e), ii) and iii) Trivial consequences of e), i). 
e), iv) and v) It is easily checked that ato is an R-algebra morphism 
and that af,cxYfl = aflfo . Since End,(P,J is a division algebra, 
olfO: End,(P,) + EndA is either the zero morphism or a mono- 
morphism. Hence to show that af, is an isomorphism it suffices to show 
that it is surjective. 
Let P, = E and fi: PI + E a monomorphism. It follows easily from 
the fact that E is injective that af,: End,(E) -+ EndA is surjective 
and hence an isomorphism of R-algebras. For the same reason 
cxflfo * End,(E) -+ EndA is an isomorphism of R-algebras. Since 
“f1fo = “fsUfl ’ 
it follows that elf,: End,(P,) -+ End,(P,,) is an iso- 
morphism of R-algebras. 
e), vi) Since by ii) hom,(P,, , P,) -JPo~fd hom,(P,, , P,) is an 
EndA(P,,)oP isomorphism, it follows that hom,(P, , P,) is a 1 -dimensional 
vector space over EndA(PJoP. 
On the other hand, it is not difficult to check that the composition 
lf,,P,) 
hom,(P, , PI) - 
(Po.f,)-l 
homAP , PI) - homAPo9 PO) 
(remember (P, , fJ is an isomorphism) is the same as the R-algebra 
isomorphism olfl: End,(PJ + End,(PJ. Hence 
(fo, Pd: homA(Pl , PA - homA(Po, PI) 
is surjective. Suppose (f. , PI)(g) = 0 = gfo for some g: PI --f PI . 
Hence gf,(P,) = 0, h’ h w K means that the ker g 3 fO(P,,) # 0. But g is 
either zero or a monomorphism because A is hereditary. Therefore 
g = 0, which h s ows that (f,, , PI) is a monomorphism and hence an 
isomorphism. Since hom,(P, , PI) is obviously a l-dimensional EndA 
vector space, it follows that hom,(P, , PJ is also a l-dimensional 
End,(P,) vector space. 
The applications of Proposition 3.2 to hereditary, 1-Gorenstein 
dualizing R-varieties are based on the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let mod C be an hereditary 1-Gorenstein dualizing 
R variety. Suppose E is an indecomposable projective injective object in 
mod C and P, ,..., P, a jkite set of indecomposable projective objects in 
mod C with E as an injective envelope. Let P be the projective object 
PI LI pz *a* u P, u E in mod C and A = Endn(P) Then 
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a) A is an hereditary I-Gorenstein artin R-algebra with a unique, 
up to isomorphism, indecomposable projective injective object. 
b) The Jinite subset {PI}, {P2},..., (P,}, {E) of ( , {E}] is totally 
ordered. 
Proof. a) Since mod A is equivalent to mod V(P), it suffices to deal 
with mod V(P). By Proposition 2.3, we have that mod V(P) is an 
hereditary 1-Gorenstein dualizing R-variety. Since the PI ,..., P, , 
is a complete set of indecomposable objects in V(P), it follows that the 
( , Pi> I VP> and ( , E) I V(P) are a complete set of indecomposable 
projectives in mod V(P). In addition ( , E) 1 V(P) is injective in mod V(P) 
(see Proposition 2.2). Because E is an injective envelope for each Pi , it 
follows that there is a monomorphism ( , Pi) 1 V(P) + ( , E) 1 V(P) for 
each Pi . Therefore ( , E) 1 V(P) is the unique, up to isomorphism, 
projective injective object indecomposable in mod V(P). This comple- 
tes the proof of a). 
b) Since mod V(P) is an hereditary 1-Gorenstein dualizing R-variety 
with ( , E) 1 V(C) as a unique, up to isomorphism, injective projective 
object, it follows from Proposition 3.2 that {PI},..., {P,>, {E} is a totally 
ordered subset of ( , {E}]. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let mod C be an hereditary 1-Gorenstein dualizing 
R-variety. Suppose S is a simple C-module and E an injective C-module. 
a) (S) < (E) if and only if E = E(S). 
b) [{S}, ) = ( , {E}] if and only if E = E(S). 
c) ( , {E}] is a totally ordered subset of [Cl. 
d) Let {S&, be a complete set of nonisomorphic simple C-modules. 
Then [C] = Uie, [(S,), ), disjoint union of totally ordered subsets. 
Proof. a) and b) Follow immediately from Proposition 3.1. 
c) To show that ( , {E}] is totally ordered it suffices to show that 
every finite subset of ( , {E}] is totally ordered. This was shown in 
Proposition 3.3. 
d) Let {P> be an element in [Cl. By Proposition 3.1 we know that 
{Sot(P)} is the unique minimal element in [C] such that {P> is in 
w0+% 1. H ence there is one and only one Si such that (P} is in 
[{si}, ). Therefore [Cl = LIisl [{si}, >. 
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Our main aim in the rest of this section is to describe the category 
p(C), or equivalently the category C, in terms of the partially ordered set 
[C] when mod C is an hereditary I-Gorenstein dualizing R-variety. 
To do this it is useful to have the notion of a coordinate system for [S, ) 
for each simple C-module S, where [S, ) consists of those P in p(C) 
with Sot(P) = S. A coordinate system for [S, ) is a collection of 
monomorphismsf,l,,e in (PI , Pz), one for each pair of objects P1 , Pz in 
is, 1 such that {PJ < {PJ, subject to the following conditions: 
a> fP& is the identity, and b) fP2,PQfP1,PZ = fplps for any triple PI , Pz 
and P3 in [S, ) such that {PI} < {P,J < {P3}. 
LEMMA 3.5. If mod C is an hereditary 1 -Gorenstein dualizing 
R-variety, then [S, ) has a coordinate system for each simple C-module S. 
Proof. Suppose S is a simple C-module and [S, ) consists of all 
indecomposable P in p(C) with Sot(P) M S. Then E(S) is an injective 
envelope for each P in [S, ) ( see Proposition 3.1). For each P in [S, ) 
choose a monomorphism h,: P + E(S). Since ( , {E(S)}] is totally 
ordered it follows that given h, and hpz , then either Im hpl C Im h, 
or the other way around. Suppose Im hpl C Im hpz . Then there is i 
unique morphism fp,,p,: P1 + P2 such that the diagram 




commutes. From this it easily follows that each fp1,p2 is a monomorphism, 
f = identity on P, , and fp p fp p = fp p if {PJ < {Pz} < (PJ. 
I’,l’iiher words the collection fpz'p3 is’; ioordma8te system for [S, ). 
We now summarize some of Id& results to date in the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let mod C be an hereditary I-Gorenstein dualizing 
R-variety. Let S be a simple C-module and {fpI,pJ a coordinate system 
for [S, ). Identifying End,(P) with End,(S) = K by means of the 
isomorphisms ats p : End,(P) -+ End,(S), we have: 
a) If P1 , Pz are nonzero objects in [S, ) with {PI} < (Pz}, then 
C(P, , Pz) is a 2-sided K-vector space which is l-dimensional on each side. 
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b) If Pl , P2 , P3 are nonzero objects in [S, ) with {PI} < {P2} < 
{P3}, then the morphisms 
C(P, , P3) are two sided K-isomorphisms. 
Proof. The only part of this theorem that has not been established 
earlier is the fact that (fpp,,p, , P3) is an isomorphism. Consider the 
sequence of morphisms 
(P3 ) P3) x (Pz , P3) -!+f.fc (PI ) PJ 
(PlJwP (pl , pl) 
(remember (PI ,fPI,P,) is an isomorphism). It is not difficult to check 
that the compositions of these morphisms is the isomorphism afp p . 
Therefore (fPl,P, , PA is an epimorphism. It is also a monomorphilm 
and hence an isomorphism since all the K-vector spaces involved are 
l-dimensional. 
We now turn to describing how in essence one can construct p(C) 
from [Cl. 
Choose a coordinate system for each [S, , ) and use that coordinate 
system to identify each division algebra End,(P) with the division algebra 
Ki = End,(&) for all P in [Si , ) as in Proposition 3.6. Thus associated 
with [C] are the pairs ([{S,}, ), K&,, where Ki is called the division 
algebra associated with [{S,}, ). We now show how to consider each 
([(A’,), ), Ki) a pre-additive finite R-category. 
The objects of the category ([{S,}, ), Ki) are the elements of [(S,), ). 
The morphisms are given by ({PI}, {P2}) = K if {PI> < {Pz} and 
({PI}, {PJ) = (0) otherwise. Finally 
is given by the usual multiplication in K if {PI} < {P2) < {P3} and is the 
zero morphism otherwise. It is not difficult to check that these data 
define a pre-additive finite R-category. 
Our interest in the category ([{S,}, ), Ki) rests on the fact 
that there is a unique, up to isomorphism, fully faithful functor 
G: ([{S,}, ), KJ --t p(C) with the property that G({P}) w  P for all {P} 
in [{S,}, ). We outline a proof of this statement. For each x in 
607/17/z-z 
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[{S,}, ), KJ, let Gi(x) be a P in [Si , ) such that {P} = x. For each pair 
4 Y in [{&h Ki) we have that (x, y) = C(G,(x), G,(y)) using the 
identifications in [S, ) given by the coordinate system. Thus 
Gi: (6% h Ki> - P(C) is a fully faithful functor. It is obvious that Gi 
induces an equivalence of categories ([(S,), ), KJ - [Si , ). 
We now want to put these various categories ([{S,}, ), KJ and 
functors Gi together to obtain a description of p(C). 
We recall that the sum JJip, Ci of a family of pre-additive categories 
{%I is given by the following data. The objects of uisl C are the 
disjoint union of the objects in the Ci . The morphisms of UiEI Ci are 
given by Ilie C,(A, , Ak) = C,(A, , Ak) if j = K and is zero otherwise. 
The composition JJipr C,(A, , A,) x Uiel C,(A, , A,) - uisl C,(A, , A,) 
is the same as the composition map in Ci if j = k = m and is the zero 
map otherwise. 
An obvious property of the sum JJiEICi is that given any family of 
additive functors Fd: Ci -D where D is a pre-additive category, 
then there is a unique functor uie, Fi: uiE, C, -+ D such that 
(JJiE1 FJ 1 Ci = Fi for all i in I. The functor uiEIFi is given by 
(JJielF,L)(Ai) = F,(AJ for Ai in Ci . 
From this it follows that the morphism nisi mod Ci + mod uiol Ci 
given by nIiEl Mf -+ UiE, Mi is an equivalence of categories where 
nitI mod Ci is the usual product of categories. We will usually view 
this equivalence as an identification. It is not difficult to show that 
niel Mi is a finitely presented Uiel C,-module if and only if Mi = 0 
for all but a finite number of i in 1 and each Mi is a finitely presented 
Ci-module. If we denote by viEI f.p. Ci (where f.p. Ci is the category 
of finitely presented Ci-modules) the full subcategory of pie, mod Ci 
whose objects satisfy the above conditions, we have that the equivalence 
His1 mod Ci -+ mod LIis, Ci induces an equivalence TicI f.p. Ci -+ 
f.p. uiEICi which we consider an identification. 
Returning to the functors Gi: (([{S,}, ), Ki) + p(C), we have 
the unique functor JJ Gi: JJiE1 (([(S,), ), KJ - p(C) with the property 
(LI Gil I (([{sil, 1, &I = Gi f or all i in I. Since each Gi is fully 
faithful, it follows that JJi., Gi is fully faithful. Also the fact that each Gs 
induces an equivalence ([{S,}, ), Ki) - [S, , ) shows that every 
object in p(C) is isomorphic to a summand of a finite sum 
(LIi.J Gi)(x,) U: *** LI (LIi.1 GO(G) with the xi in LIw ([{si), 1. Thus 
G: LIisl ([{si}), >, JG> ---t P(C) is a generator for p(C). Therefore G 
induces an equivalence of categories mod C - mod(JJ,, ([{S,), ), &) 
and hence of mod C + mod(U,,, ([{S,}, ), Ki) (see [l] for details). 
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It follows from our previous general comments that mod C is 
equivalent to ?riE1 mod[({&), ), Ki). From this we see that mod C is an 
indecomposable category (i.e., mod C is not the product of two nonzero 
subcategories) if and only if [C] is totally ordered. 
The construction of the categories ([{S,}, ), Ki) from the totally 
ordered sets [{S,), ) and the division algebras Ki is obviously a special 
case of the following more general construction. Suppose T is a partially 
ordered set and K a ring, not necessarily a division ring. We denote by 
(T, K) the pre-additive category given by the following data. The 
objects of (T, K) are the elements of T. The morphisms of (T, K) are 
given by (tl , tJ = K if t, < t, and is the zero K-module otherwise. 
The composition maps in (T, K) are given by (x, y) x (y, 2) + (x, Z) 
is the product of elements in K, if x < y < z and is the zero map 
otherwise. 
Suppose T is a partially ordered set, K a division artin R-algebra and 
C = (T, K). Since mod C is hereditary, we can form the partially 
ordered set [Cl. It then follows that the partially ordered set [C] is 
naturally isomorphic to T. 
4. DESCRIPTION OF HEREDITARY 1 -GORENSTEIN 
DUALIZING R-VARIETIES 
Suppose that C is a dualizing R-variety with mod C hereditary and 
1 -Gorenstein. We have just seen in Section 3, that p(C) has as a generator 
the category Hi., ([{S,), ), K%), where (S& is a complete family of 
nonisomorphic simple C-modules and Ki is the artin algebra Endc(S,), 
which is a division algebra. Also we showed that [C] = uisl [(S,}, ), 
where each [{S,}, ) is totally ordered and has a first and last element. 
This naturally raises the following question. Suppose we are given a 
family of pairs (Ti , K&, where Ti is a totally ordered set and K, is a 
division artin algebra over R. What are the necessary and sufficient 
conditions that the pairs ( Ti , KJ must satisfy in order that 
mod(LIiEl (Ti , 4)) b e an hereditary 1 -Gorenstein dualizing R-variety ? 
This section is devoted to answering this question. 
To simplify notation we will often view the equivalence of categories 
C -+ p(C) given by C -+ ( , C) as an identification. Hence the elements 
of [C] can be viewed as isomorphism classes (2’1 of indecomposable 
objects P in p(C) or as isomorphism classes {C} of indecomposable objects 
C in C. We also recall that associated with the finite R-variety C 
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are the duality functors D: (mod C, mod R) + (mod Cop, mod R) 
and D: (mod COP, mod R) --t (mod C, mod R) given by D(M)(C) = 
homR(M(C), E), h w ere E = E(R/r), C is in C and M is in either mod C 
or mod Cop (note: mod Co* denotes mod(COP) not (mod C)“P). With 
these preliminaries disposed of, we now begin the main business of this 
section. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let T be a totally ordered set and K an R-algebra 
that is a division ring and a jinitely generated R-module. Then mod( T, K) 
is an hereditary Jinite R-variety. 
Proof. Let C be a variety generated by the finite R-category (T, K). 
Then C is a finite R-variety with mod C = mod(T, K). Thus it suffices 
to show that mod C is hereditary. Let C be an object in C. Then C is a 
finite sum C, u ..* u C, of indecomposable objects in C. Suppose C’ 
is the sum of the nonisomorphic C, . Then Endc(C and Endc(C 
are morita equivalent, i.e., mod End(C = mod End(C’)OP. Therefore 
we may assume that no two of the Ci are isomorphic. 
Since every object in C is a summand of a finite sum of objects in T, 
it follows that we can view the Ci for i = l,..., n as being in T. Since T 
is totally ordered, there is an ordering on the finite set C, ,..., C, say 
c, < c, < *** < C, with the property (Ci , Ci) = K for i < j and 
(Ci , CJ = 0 th o erwise. This implies that End,(C) is isomorphic to 
Tr,(K), the n x n lower triangular matrix ring over K which is well 
known to be hereditary. Thus we have that Endc(C is hereditary for 
every C in C. It now follows from Theorem 1.6, that mod C is hereditary. 
Having determined that a finite R-category (T, K) with T a totally 
ordered set and K a division artin R-algebra has the property that 
mod(T, K) is hereditary, we now turn our attention to determining 
when mod( T, K) is also a dualizing R-variety under the additional 
hypothesis that T has a first and last element. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let T be a totally ordered set that has a$rst element 
and a last element, K a division artin R-algebra and C = (T, K). Since 
[C] = T we have that [C] has aJirst element {CO) and a last element (C,}. 
Finally, let C be an object of C. 
a) ( , C) is an indecomposable projective C-module. 
b) If C f C, , C has a successor ;f and only if D( , C) is finitely 
presented. 
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c) D( 9 Cl> cs (Co, >. 
d) If C f C,, , C has a predecessor if and onZy ;f D( C, ) is jbzitely 
presented. 
e) D(C,, > = (Cl, I- 
Proof. a) Since Endmodc (( , C)) w End,(C) and End,(C) = K, a 
division ring, it follows that ( , C) is an indecomposable C-module. 
b) and c) These proofs are based on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. Same hypothesis as for the proposition. If a: (C, , ) -+ 
D( , C) is not zero, then 01 is a projective cover for D( , C) and ker 01 has 
the property that (ker a)(X) = 0 f or all X in C satisfying C, < X < C 
and (ker a)(X) = K for X > C. 
Proof. Since (C, , ) is indecomposable, to show that a: (C,) + D( , C) 
is a projective cover, it suffices to show that it is an epimorphism, i.e., 
ax: (G, , X) - D(X C) is surjective for all X in C. 
If X > C there is nothing to prove since (X, C) = 0 = D(X, C). 
Suppose C, < X < C and a: (C,, , ) -+ D( , C) is not zero. Hence 
olc,(lc,) is a nonzero element of D(C,, , C) that we denote by x. Let 
f: C, -+ X be nonzero morphism. Because mod C is hereditary (see 
Proposition 4.1) and C, and X are indecomposable objects, it follows that 
f: C,, - X is a monomorphism. Hence (X, C) -+(f,e) (C, , C) is not 
zero and thus an isomorphism since (X, C) = K = (C,, , C) as left 
K-modules. Therefore the commutative diagram 





(Co, X) A qx, C) 
has the property that ax(f) = ax(CO , f)(lc,) = D(f, C) (~c,(l~,) = 
D(f, C)(x) # 0. Th us the End,(X)-module morphism ol,: (C,, , X) - 
D(X, C) is not zero and hence an isomorphism since (C, , X) and 
D(X, C) are l-dimensional vector spaces over End,(X) = K. Therefore 
we have that ax: (C, , X) -+ D(X, C) is an isomorphism if C, < X < C 
and an epimorphism if X > C. The lemma now follows trivially. 
Before returning to the proof of the Proposition, we make the obser- 
vation that since (C, , C) and hence D(C, , C) is not zero, there are 
always nonzero morphisms ol: (C, , ) - D( , C). 
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We now return to proving the Proposition. 
b) Suppose C # C, . Assume C has a successor C’. Then there 
are monomorphisms C, -+Jo C and fi: C -+ C’ which induce a morphism 
(C’, ) --+(flfO. ) (C, , ). On the basis of Lemma 4.3 it is not difficult 
to show that if ol: (C,, , ) -+ D( , C) is a nonzero morphism, then 
0 ---f (C’, ) +(f~fol ) (C, , ) += D( , C) -+ 0 is exact. Thus if C has a 
successor D( , C) is a finitely presented Cop-module. 
Assume that D( , C) is a finitely presented Cop-module. Since T is 
totally ordered set with first and last element, Top, the set T 
with the order relation reversed, also has the same properties. Since 
Cop = (TOP, K) it follows from Proposition 4.1 that mod Cop is heredi- 
tary. Thus a projective cover cy: (C,, , ) --t D( , C) has a projective 
kernel uy=“=, (Ci, ) with the Ci a finite set in C. Thus we have an 
exact sequence 0 + IJy=“=, (Ci , ) + (C, , ) +u D( , C) 3 0. It follows 
easily from this exact sequence and Lemma 4.3 that: (1) JJE, (Ci , ) # 0; 
(2) Ci > C for all i; (3) there is only one Cc (i.e., n = 1) and this 
uniquely determined Ci is the successor of C. 
Cl Trivial consequence of Lemma 4.3. 
d) and e) Analogous to the proofs of b) and c). 
Combining this Proposition with results of Section 3, one easily 
obtains the following. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let C be a finite R-variety such that mod C is an 
hereditary I-Gorenstein dualixing R-variety. Let (Si)i.r be a complete set 
of nonisomorphic objects in C with the property that each Si is a simple 
C-module. Then each of the subsets [{S,}, ) of [C] has the following 
properties: 
a) [{Si}, ) is a totally ordered, 
b) [{S,}, ) has afkst and a last element, 
c) Every element in [(SJ, ) except the last element has a successor, 
d) Every element in I{&), ) except the$rst element has a predecessor. 
Our aim now is to prove the converse of Theorem 4.4. We begin with 
some preliminaries. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let C be a Jinite R-variety such that mod C is an 
hereditary R-variety with enough injectives. Then every object in mod C 
has an injective envelope in mod C. 
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Proof. Let 0 -+ M -+Q E be a monomorphism in mod C with E 
injective. Suppose ( , C,) --t ( , C,) -+ M + 0 and ( , C,) -+ ( , C,) + 
E + 0 are projective presentations of M and E, respectively. Let 
C’ = V(C, u C, JJ C, u C,). W e h ave already seen that since mod C 
is hereditary and E is injective in mod C, then E ] C’ is injective in 
modC’ (see Proposition 2.2). Thus we get the exact sequence 
O+MlC --+glc’ E / C’ of C’-modules in mod C with E 1 C’ injective. 
Since C’ is a finitely generated R-variety, we know that every 
object in mod C’ has an injective envelope in mod C’. Thus 
g 1 C’: M 1 C’ + E 1 C’ can be written as the sum 
M 1 C’ h El 
LI LI 
0 - E, 
where h is an injective envelope of M 1 C’. Since C’ contains C, , C, , C, , 
C 0, it follows that M = C @c, (M I C’), E = C & (E / C’) and 
g = C &p (g 1 C’). Thus g: M --t E is the sum 
CO@ 
M p C &, E1 
LI LI 
0 + C & E2 . 
In particular C @c, E1 is injective in mod C, 0 + M +C@C’~ C act E1 
is exact and C & E, 1 C’ = E1 . 
We claim that 0 + M ~c@c’~ C @c, E, is an injective envelope 
for M. For suppose N is a submodule of C & E, such that 
N n Im C &, h = 0. Since C &, E1 is injective, there is a morphism 
V: C @c E1 + C @c, E, with ker v = N and such that v(C & h) = 
C @ h. Hence (V I C’)h = h. But C @c, E, 1 C’ = E, . Hence o I C’: 
E1 + E, is an isomorphism since h: M I C ---f E1 is an injective envelope. 
This implies that v is an isomorphism since C &: mod C’ -+ mod C 
is fully faithful and u = C & (ZJ I C’). Therefore N = 0, which 
finishes the proof that C & h: M -+ C & E, is an injective envelope 
for M in mod C. 
We now return to our examination of totally ordered sets. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let T be a totally ordered set K a division artin 
R-algebra, and denote by C the category (T, K). If mod C has enough 
injectives, then mod C is hereditary and I-Gorenstein. 
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Proof. Let C’ be a finitely generated subcategory of C. It is then 
easy to see that mod C’ is equivalent to Tr,(K), the lower n x n matrix 
ring with entries in K, for some n > 0. In particular, mod C’ is heredi- 
tary and 1-Gorenstein for any finitely generated subcategory C’ of C. 
We conclude by Theorem 1.6 that mod C is hereditary. 
We now show that mod C is also 1-Gorenstein. By Proposition 4.5 
we know that mod C has enough injective envelopes. Let ( , C) be an 
indecomposable projective object in mod C and E( , C) an injective 
envelope in mod C. Suppose ( , C,) -+ ( , C,) + E( , C) + 0 is a 
projective presentation for E( , C). Let C’ = V(C’) where C’ = 
C, u C, u C. Consider the natural right exact embedding C @c~ : 
mod C’ + mod C. By Proposition 2.2, E( , C) /c, is injective in mod C’. 
Also we have that ( , C) IC’ ---f E( , C) IC’ is a monomorphism in 
mod C’. Finally, E( , C) 1 C’ is finitely presented in mod C’ since C, , C, 
are in C’. Hence C @c E( , C) 1 C’ = E( , C) and C @c, ( , C) 1 C’ = 
( , C) (remember that C is also in C’). Therefore applying the functor 
C & to 0 -+ ( , C) 1 C -+ E( , C) I C’ we obtain the given mono- 
morphism 0 --+ ( , C) -+ E( , C). This implies that 0 --f ( , C) I C’ + 
E( , C) I C’ is an indecomposable morphism, since 0 -+ ( , C) -+ E( , C) 
is an indecomposable monomorphism because it is an injective envelope 
of the indecomposable projective C-module ( , C). Therefore 
0 --f ( , C) 1 C’ + E( ) C) 1 C’ is an injective envelope in mod C’ for 
the projective C’-module ( , C). Consequently E( , C) I C’ is a projective 
C’-module since, as we saw earlier, mod C’ is I-Gorenstein. Then 
E( , C) = C @ct E( , C) I C’ is projective in mod C. 
As a consequence of this proposition, we obtain the following converse 
of Theorem 4.4. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let {Ti , Ki}i,I be a family of pairs where each Ti is a 
totally ordered set and each KS is a division artin R-algebra. Then 
mWLIiEI (Ti , 4)) is an hereditary 1 -Gorenstein dualizing R-variety 
provided each Ti has the following properties. 
a) Ti has a first and last element. 
b) Every element of Ti other than the last (first) element has a 
successor (predecessor). 
Proof. We saw in Section 3 that 
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It is not difficult to show that 7ri,, (mod( Ti , ZQ) is an hereditary 
I-Gorenstein, dualizing R-variety if and only if each mod(( Ti , &)) has 
the same properties. 
From Proposition 4.2 it follows that each mod( Ti , Ki) is a dualizing 
R-variety since each Ti is a totally ordered set satisfying a) and b). 
Then we know that each mod(Ti , &) has injective envelopes. Hence 
we can apply Proposition 4.5 to conclude the proof of the theorem. 
We now summarize the main results of this section in the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.7. The R-varieties C with the property mod C is an 
hereditary 1 -Gorenstein dualizing R-variety are in one-to-one corre- 
spondence (up to equivalence) with families of pairs { Ti , Ki}isr where each & 
is a division artin R-algebra and each Ti is a totally ordered set having a 
first and last element and such that every element except theJirst (last) one 
has a successor (predecessor) (up to isomorphism of such pairs). This 
correspondence is given by C - {I{&), ), En&(&)) where (&)i.I is a 
complete set of nonisomorphic projective simple C-modules and { Ti , K&r -+ 
the additive category generated by uzEI (Ti , Ki). 
We shall now give some applications. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. If mod C is an hereditary 1-Gorenstein dualizing 
R-variety, then so is mod Cop. 
Proof. Let mod C be an hereditary I-Gorenstein dualizing R-variety. 
Since we have a duality D: mod C -+ mod Cop, mod Cop is also heredi- 
tary. Since C is generated by I’J ([{S’,}, ), Ki), Cop is generated by 
u ([{A’,}, )OP, K,)], where [{S,}, )OP is the opposite of [{S,), ), so 
mod COP is also an hereditary 1-Gorenstein dualizing R-variety by 
Theorem 4.7. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. If mod C is an hereditary I-Gorenstein dualizing 
R-variety, then for any finitely generated subvariety C’ of C, mod C’ is an 
hereditary 1 -Gorenstein dualizing R-variety. 
Proof. Let mod C be an hereditary I-Gorenstein dualizing R-variety. 
Then C is generated by uip, ([{S,), ), K,), where each [{S,}, ) is a 
totally ordered set with a first and a last element such that every element 
except the first one has a predecessor and every element except the last 
one has a successor. Then a finitely generated subvariety C’ of C is 
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generated by lJipJ ([{S,}, ) n [C’], K,), where J C I consists of all i such 
that [{S,}, ) n [C’]) f 0 for i E J. Since each [{S,}, ) n [C’] is finite 
it can easily be shown using Theorem 4.7 that mod C’ is an hereditary 
I-Gorenstein dualizing R-variety. 
We end this section by pointing out some interesting examples that 
follow from results in this section. 
EXAMPLE 4.10. It is possible to have a dualizing R-variety mod C 
such that D( , C) is finitely presented for all indecomposable objects C 
in C, and hence D(M) finitely presented for all M in mod C, but such 
that D(C, ) is not finitely presented for some C. 
Let T be a totally ordered set with a first and a last element such that 
each element except the last one has a succeeding element, but assume 
there is some element that does not have a preceding element. For 
example, let T = Zf u {a}, where Zf is the positive integers with the 
usual ordering and a is the last element. Then a has no preceding 
element. If K is a division R-algebra, and C the category (T, K), then 
mod C has the desired property by Proposition 4.3. 
EXAMPLE 4.11. If mod C is an R-variety, mod C may not have 
enough injectives. Let T be a totally ordered set with no last element, 
K a division R-algebra, and C the category (T, K). We claim that 
mod C does not have enough injectives. For if mod C had enough 
injectives, mod C would be 1-Gorenstein by Proposition 4.6. Hence 
some indecomposable projective object ( , C) in mod C must be 
injective. Since there can be no monomorphism from ( , C) to any 
other nonisomorphic indecomposable object, {C> must be a last element 
in T. This contradicts our assumption that T has no last element. Hence 
mod C is an R-variety which does not have enough injectives. 
5. WHEN ARE Two HEREDITARY DUALIZING R-VARIETIES 
STABLE EQUIVALENT ? 
Our purpose in this section is to show that if mod C and mod C’ are 
two hereditary dualizing R-varieties without semisimple factors, then 
mod C is equivalent to mod C’ if mod C and mod C’ are stably 
equivalent. 
Let mod C be an hereditary dualizing R-variety. We then have the 
following useful proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. For an hereditary dualizing R-variety mod C, the 
natural functor mod, C -+ mod C/P gives an equivalence of categories 
(and the natural functor mod, C -+ mod C/E gives an equivalence of 
categories.) 
Proof. Let M and N be objects in mod, C, and f: M --t N a nonzero 
map. Letf: &Y + N denote the image in mod C/P, and assume that f is 
zero. Then we have a communitative diagram 
Q 
M f * N, 
where Q is a projective C-module. Since mod C is hereditary, Im g must 
be projective, since it is a subobject of the projective object Q. If g is 
not zero, then g splits, so that Im g would be a summand of M, a contra- 
diction. We conclude that f must be zero, and consequently 
hom(M, N) --t hom(& N) is a monomorphism and hence an iso- 
morphism for all M, N in mod, C. 
Let D = mod C be an hereditary dualizing R-variety. From Section 1 
we saw that there is a decomposition C = C, x Ca such that mod Ci 
has no projective injective objects and mod C, is I-Gorenstein. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If mod C and mod C’ are stably equivalent 
hereditary dualizing R-varieties, both with no projective injective objects, 
then mod C and mod C’ are equivalent. 
Proof. Let D = mod C and D’ = mod C’ be stably equivalent 
dualizing R-varieties with no projective injective objects, and let 
H: DIE -+ D’IE be an equivalence. Then we know that H also gives 
equivalence between modED and modED’ [2]. Also we know that an 
indecomposable object M in modE D is torsionless if and only if H(M) 
is torsionless [2]. Since D and D’ are hereditary, each torsionless object 
is projective, so that H gives an equivalence between the full sub- 
categories generated by the indecomposable noninjective projective 
objects of D and D’. Because D and D’ have no projective injective 
objects, H gives an equivalence between the full subcategories of 
projective objects of D and D’. Therefore C and C’ are equivalent, so 
that D = mod C and D’ = mod C’ are also equivalent. This finishes 
the proof of the proposition. 
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To get a similar result for the case that D and D’ are hereditary 
1-Gorenstein (with no semisimple summands), we first describe what 
mod D looks like. Before doing this it is convenient to make the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION. For each totally ordered set T we denote by T u {a} the 
totally ordered set consisting of the set T u {a} (where a is not in T) 
with the property a > t for all t in T and with the given ordering on T. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let D = mod C be an indecomposable hereditary 
I-Gorenstein dualizing R-variety which is not semisimple. Hence [C] is 
totally ordered with a last element {C,}. If we denote by C’ the full sub- 
category of C consisting of all objects not isomorphic to C, , then D/E is 
equivalent to mod C’. 
Proof. Let D = mod C be an indecomposable nonsemisimple 
hereditary I-Gorenstein dualizing R-variety. Let C’ be as in the 
statement of the proposition. Consider the natural right exact embedding 
CC3 c’ mod C’ -+ mod C given by C act C’( , C) = C( , C) for C in 
C’. Since mod C is hereditary, mod, C -+ mod C/E is an equivalence by 
Proposition 5.1. We want to show that C @c,: mod C’ 4 mod C induces 
an equivalence between mod C’ and mod, C. 
We know that for C an indecomposable object in C, C( , C) is 
injective if and only if {C} = {C,} is the last element in C, i.e., if and 
only if {C] $ [C’]. If M is an indecomposable object in mod, C, then the 
projective cover of M has no injective summand. For the fact that D is 
hereditary and M is a noninjective indecomposable object in mod C 
implies that hom(E, M) = 0 for any injective C-module E in mod C. 
It is also easily seen that if 0 A PI -+ PO -+ M -+ 0 is a minimal 
projective resolution of M, then PI has no injective summands. Hence M 
has a projective resolution of the form C @c~ Qi + C @cf Q,, --t M --+ 0, 
where Qi and Q,, are projective in mod C’. 
Suppose now that M is an indecomposable injective object in mod C. 
We claim that the projective cover of M is injective: From our structure 
theorem of hereditary dualizing I-Gorenstein R-varieties it follows that 
mod Cop is also an hereditary dualizing I-Gorenstein R-variety 
(see Proposition 4.8). Hence the injective envelope of each projective 
object in mod Cop is projective. From the duality D: mod C --t mod Cop 
it then follows that the projective cover of each injective object in mod C 
is injective. 
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Hence the indecomposable objects in mod C which lie in mod, C 
are precisely the ones where ( , C,) does not occur as a summand in a 
minimal projective presentation for M. It then follows that 
C &: mod C’ -+ mod C induces an equivalence of categories between 
mod C’ and mod, C. Hence mod C’ and mod C/E are equivalent, which 
finishes the proof of the proposition. 
COROLLARY 5.4. If D = mod C is an hereditary 1-Gorenstein 
dualizing R-variety, without semisimple factors, then DIE is abelian. 
Further, for each hereditary 1-Gorenstein dualizing R-variety D = mod C, 
there is an hereditary I-Gorenstein dualizing R-variety D’ = mod C’ such 
that D’IE is equivalent to D, and only one such up to equivalence of categories. 
Proof. The first part is obvious by Proposition 5.3. As for the 
second part, let (S&b e a complete family of nonisomorphic objects in C 
with ( , S) simple in mod C. Denote by Csi the full subcategory of C 
consisting of the indecomposable objects C with Soc( , C) s ( , SJ. 
Then C decomposes as C = &, C, (see Section 3). 
For each factor D,, = mod Cs, consider the totally ordered set 
[C,] u {a$}, and the di;ision algebra K,+ associated with Cs . We know 
thai ([Gi] u {a$}, J&J d e ermines an hereditary 1-Gorenstem dualizing t 
R-variety Di, = mod Cki, and by Proposition 5.3 Dii/E is equivalent 
to Dsi . Clearly Dk, is unique with this property. The existence of D’ 
with D’/E equivalent to D in the general case follows directly from the 
above, and the uniqueness follows from the following easily verified 
lemma. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let LY: TV,, Ai + rjeJ B, be an equivalence between 
products of indecomposable addition categories (see Section 3 for de$nition 
of rrisl Ai). Then there is a bijection g: I + J such that the compositions 
Ai - LIie, A, -” J& Bj -+ Bgti) are equivalences of categories where 
Ai + LIiel Ai and LI+J Bj -+ BBci) are the natural inclusion andprojection 
functors. 
Our next aim is to show that if D = mod C is hereditary I-Gorenstein 
and D’ is hereditary and not 1-Gorenstein, then D and D’ cannot be 
stably equivalent. For this we shall need: 
PROPXJTIDN 5.6. Let D = mod C be an indecomposable hereditary 
dualizing R-variety. Then DIE is abelian and only if D is 1 -Gorenstein. 
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Proof. By Proposition 5.3, D/E is abelian if D is I-Gorenstein. 
Assume now that D/E is abelian. This implies that mod, C = D/P, 
which is equivalent to D/E, is also abelian. If D is not I-Gorenstein, 
there is an indecomposable projective object P with E(P) not projective. 
If S is a simple subobject of E(P) with E(S) projective, then by 
Lemma 1.7, E(P) is projective. Hence we conclude that E(P) has no 
projective summands. Thus E(P) 1 ies in mod, C and clearly also E(P)/P 
lies in mod, C. The natural projection map f: E(P) ---f E(P)/P is an 
epimorphism in mod,, C since it is an epimorphism in mod C. We claim 
that f is also a monomorphism in mod, C. For let g: X + E(P) be a 
map in mod, C such that fg is zero, i.e., g(X) C P. If g # 0, then g(X) 
is a nonzero projective subobject of P, which would imply that g(X) is 
isomorphic to a summand of X, a contradiction, since X lies in mod, C. 
Hence g is zero, which finishes the proof that f is a monomorphism. But 
since f is a monomorphism and epimorphism which is not an iso- 
morphism, we have a contradiction to mod, C being abelian. Therefore 
the assumption that some E(P) was not projective was wrong, so we can 
conclude that mod C is I-Gorenstein. 
Before we prove the main theorem, we shall need the following. 
LEMMA 5.7. Let D = mod C be an indecomposable hereditary dualizing 
R-variety with no semisimple factors. Then DIE is also indecomposable. 
Proof. Since D is indecomposable, C is also indecomposable. 
Consider the natural embedding C --f D given by C + ( , C). For each 
M in modE C there is a nonzero map from some ( , C). Hence mod, C 
is indecomposable and so D/E is indecomposable. 
THEOREM 5.8. Let D = mod C and D’ = mod C’ be hereditary 
dualizing R-varieties, both with no semisimple factors. If D and D’ are 
stably equivalent, then D and D’ are equivalent. 
Proof. We write D = Di x Da and D,’ x D2’, where D, and Dr’ 
are I-Gorenstein and D, and Dz’ have no projective injective objects. 
Let ol: D,/P x D,/P -+ D,‘/P x D,‘IP be an equivalence. Let D,IP be 
an indecomposable factor of D,/P. Then clearly ar(D,/P) is an indecom- 
posable factor of D//P. Since ol(D,/P) is abelian, it cannot be a factor of 
D,‘/P by Proposition 5.6 and Lemma 5.7. Hence a(D,/P) must be an 
indecomposable factor of D,‘/P. By arguing the same way with an inverse 
equivalence /3, we conclude that 01 induces equivalences DJP -+ D,‘IP 
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and D,/P -+ D,‘/P. In view of our earlier results, this finishes the proof 
of the theorem. 
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